
MACTON® INdusTrIAl PrOduCTs

MANUFACTURING, 
MATERIAL HANDLING & 

TESTING EQUIPMENT

For over six decades, Macton has specialized in engineering, fabricating and 

installing systems to move and position large discrete objects — from 140-

foot diameter turntables and 75 ton lifts, to 95-ton people movers and 55-ton 

transporters. Macton’s specialized systems provide a whole new spectrum 

of design and performance options. Macton works with your engineers, 

architects or designers throughout the process and can quickly adapt 

the size and shape of our systems to ensure that your objectives are met.

PerFOrMANCe ThrOugh INgeNuITy



MACToN’S APPRoACH TowARD DESIGNING AND BUILDING FACToRy EQUIPMENT 

From concept through completion, Macton serves as a professional member of 

the project team. Be it a single piece of equipment or a complex system, Macton 

works closely with the Owner’s team to design an effective, economic solution. 

Macton combines innovative applications engineering with a keen appreciation 

of the rigors of the industrial environment. equipment that Macton has designed 

for the industrial market includes turntables, lifts, transporters, conveyor systems, 

and multiple axis motion machines. Applications have included paper mills, 

foundries, eMC/rFI test facilities, military installations, automotive assembly plants, 

aerospace facilities, and a broad spectrum of specialized applications. 

Turntable-Based Positioning Systems

Macton has designed and delivered a variety of turntable-based 

positioning systems for diverse and demanding applications.  encompassing 

both indoor and outdoor applications, systems have ranged up to 60 

feet in diameter and 100-ton capacities with positioning accuracies to 

thousandths of an inch. Each such system can be tailored to the specific 

needs of the customer.

Turntable-Based Indexing Systems

Macton indexing systems provide precise, 

repeatable, and dependable indexing of 

product, process stations, or work locations. 

Macton systems are required to operate in 

some of the harshest industrial environments including; aluminum foundries, paper 

mills, railcar manufacturing shops, and automotive assembly plants.  engineered 

and built to last, these systems continue to provide dependable and precise 

indexing functions.

Aftermarket & Service – The installation of every Macton system is supervised by 

experienced Field service engineers to ensure that the system complies with customer’s 

specifications and that installation time is optimized.  These factory-trained Service 

engineers, along with a fully staffed spare Parts department ensures years of on-

going system support.

For more information and support please visit 
us on the web at www.macton.com or 

contact us 1-800 334-TURN.

STANDARD 5 yEAR wARRANTy 
oN ALL MACToN PRoDUCTS!}


